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Abstract
Using neutron diffraction, we have tracked the temperature dependence of structural
properties for heavy water confined in the nanoporous silica matrix MCM-41-S. By observing
the correlation peak corresponding to the pore–pore distance, which is determined by the
scattering contrast between the silica and the water, we monitored the density of the confined
−1
water. Concurrently, we studied the prominent first diffraction peak of D2 O at ≈1.8 Å ,
which furnishes information on the microscopic arrangement of the water molecules. The data
show the presence of a density maximum at ≈275 K (±10 K), a property similar to bulk
water, and the occurrence of a density minimum at ≈180 K (±10 K). The prominent
diffraction peak of D2 O is found to shift and sharpen over a wide T range from 200 to 270 K,
reflecting structural changes that are strongly correlated with the changes in density. We also
observe the continuous formation of external ice, arising from water expelled from the pores
while expansion takes place within the pores. An efficient method for monitoring the density
of the confined D2 O using a triple-axis spectrometer is demonstrated.
(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

be observed in a differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
measurement [2]. Thus, confining water within MCM-41-S
allows exploration of the ‘no man’s land’ [3], the region
of the phase diagram below the homogeneous nucleation
temperature where liquid bulk water cannot be obtained.
However, the extent to which the properties of such confined
water are related to those of bulk water is controversial,
since the effect of the confining walls is difficult to estimate.
Nonetheless, it may well be that the study of confined
water in MCM-41-S may offer insights into cases where the
environment of the water is influenced by close approach to
a hydrophilic surface or site, i.e. many important systems in
biology and chemistry.
Neutron and x-ray scattering methods figure prominently
among the many techniques that have been applied to study
water in confinement. Some of the participants in the current
investigation (AF, CYM) have observed the relaxational
dynamics of H2 O confined in MCM-41-S using quasielastic

The behavior of hydration water and water in confinement
remains the object of intense research, because of its relevance
to many diverse areas, including biology, geology, and
catalysis [1]. Porous silica glasses with cavities of nanometer
dimensions offer convenient model systems for studies of
confined water. Recently, much attention has been devoted
to water confined in nanoporous MCM-41-S, in which the
water resides in cylindrical channels arranged in a hexagonal
geometry. In this material, the available pore diameters can
range from ≈100 to ≈10 Å, with a very narrow pore size
distribution within a given sample. It is noteworthy that,
while bulk water cannot be supercooled below a homogeneous
nucleation temperature (approximately 231 K for light water
or 235 K for heavy water), confined water may crystallize at
considerably lower temperatures, or not at all. In MCM-41-S,
for pore diameters less than 20 Å, no freezing peak can
0953-8984/12/064106+07$33.00
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instrument for collecting diffraction data on non-crystalline
materials, we have found that, for D2 O in MCM-41-S, it offers
a convenient and surprisingly effective means of monitoring
the scattering profile within restricted Q-ranges that reflect
pronounced structural changes. In our experiment, we directed
our attention to the lowest-order (10) pore correlation Bragg
peak and to the first sharp diffraction peak (FSDP) of the
water structure factor. We performed our investigation in a
temperature range from 290 to 160 K, at 10 K intervals for the
FSDP, and much smaller steps for the low-Q correlation peak,
thus detailing the temperature dependence with data similar to
those reported at fewer temperatures by Yoshida et al [18] and
Mancinelli et al [25]. Moreover, as we shall demonstrate, the
samples we investigated were completely filled with D2 O, but
not significantly over-filled. This provided us with the ability
to monitor the amount of water expelled from the pores as
temperature was lowered, and to relate it to the changes in
density.

neutron scattering, and reported a dynamic crossover in the
diffusive motions at TL ≈ 225 K at ambient pressure [4].
The behavior was attributed to the crossing of the ‘Widom
line’, the locus of the maximum correlation length in the
P–T plane, emanating from a proposed liquid–liquid critical
point of water [5]. The latter is envisaged as the end point of
the first order transition line between the high density liquid
water (HDL) and the low density liquid water (LDL), liquid
counterparts of the high density amorphous ice (HDA) and
low density amorphous ice (LDA), respectively [5, 6]. The
hypothesis that bulk supercooled water can be considered
a mixture of a high density form and a low density form
was suggested by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and
has recently found experimental support from the results of
x-ray experiments [7]. For water confined in MCM-41-S,
crossing the Widom line entails a structural change from a
predominantly high-density phase to a lower-density phase.
This scenario arises from the investigation of infrared (IR)
O–H bending bands [8]. Notwithstanding these and other [9]
results in support of the hypothesis of the existence of a
second critical point of water [10–12], this concept has
attracted strong criticism [13–15] and remains controversial.
The structure of water confined in MCM-41 nanopores
has been investigated previously by several other groups. Dore
and co-workers have carefully studied the structure of D2 O
confined in MCM with pore sizes ranging from ≈100 to
≈20 Å [16, 17]. Yoshida et al [18] have investigated samples
with pore diameters of 28, 24, and 20 Å and reported the
neutron diffraction pattern of D2 O at several temperatures in
the range from 300 to 170 K, together with a study of the
dynamics by neutron spin echo. Morishige et al [19] used
x-ray diffraction to investigate the pore size and temperature
dependence of H2 O structure in MCM-41 and porous silica
glasses. Recently, by measuring the intensity of the Bragg
diffraction peak arising from the (10) plane of the 2D
hexagonal lattice of water cylinders in the MCM-41-S silica
matrix, Liu et al [20] investigated the temperature dependence
of the density of nanoconfined water and reported the location
of a density minimum. The intensity of the Bragg peak arising
from interpore correlations depends on the scattering length
density contrast between the confined liquid (D2 O) and the
matrix (silica), which is in turn determined by the density of
water, and hence the latter can be determined. This method
has been employed previously to investigate the density of
confined toluene, benzene, and methanol [21–24]. Recently,
Mancinelli et al [25] performed a detailed investigation of
the microscopic structure of the water in the pores using
a neutron diffractometer appropriate for liquid samples.
Combining their experiments with computer simulations, they
emphasized the existence of strong layering effects at the pore
surfaces that affect the structure of water in the pores. They
claim that such layering effects may significantly influence the
intensity of the correlation Bragg peak, and also hypothesize
the existence of voids within the otherwise water-filled pores.
The focus of the current experiment is to correlate
changes in the main features in the diffraction pattern
with changes in density and dynamics, using a triple-axis
spectrometer (TAS). While the TAS is not an efficient

2. Experimental details
The sample of MCM-41-S was synthesized by methods
described in previous experiments [20], which involved
seeding with β-zeolite precursors [26]. Complete dehydration
of the sample by heating in vacuum was followed by hydration
with D2 O in a sealed glass container with an open source of
D2 O to provide a saturated humidity environment at ambient
temperature of about 294 K. The hydration was allowed
to equilibrate over a period of two weeks, and the final
hydration level was determined by measuring the mass gain.
The dehydrated mass of the sample used for neutron scattering
was 2.777 g, while the hydrated mass was 4.266 g, implying
an uptake of (1.489 ± 0.005) g of D2 O and a fractional mass
gain of 0.54. As shown in section 3.1, the pores in the sample
thus hydrated are just filled, with a negligible amount of water
outside the pores. This condition permits us to observe, as
the water confined in the pores expands and expels some of
the liquid, the continuous formation of crystalline ice Bragg
peaks due to the expelled fraction. As far as the study of the
FSDP is concerned, the presence, in the Q region of interest,
of three Bragg peaks arising from ice outside the pores slightly
complicates but does not otherwise affect the data analysis.
The sample was enclosed in a cylindrical thin-walled
aluminum sample can with a diameter of 17 mm and a
length of 55 mm. The neutron scattering measurements were
carried out on a conventional thermal triple-axis spectrometer
at the NIST Center for Neutron Research (NIST), employing
a graphite monochromator and analyzer crystals to define an
elastic energy window of 1.2 meV full width at half maximum
−1
(FWHM), with a resolution in the wavevector of 0.04 Å
−1
−1
−1
FWHM at Q = 0.25 Å , and of 0.026 Å at Q = 1.8 Å . A
closed-cycle helium refrigerator allowed control of the sample
temperature within 1 K.
The temperature dependence of the structure factor was
−1
measured in the Q ranges from 0.1 to 0.4 Å and from 1.0 to
−1
2.4 Å , in the temperature range from 160 to 280 K, taking
data at 10 K steps. In addition, in order to monitor in detail
2
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the temperature dependence of the density of confined D2 O,
the instrument was set up to measure the scattered intensity at
the (10) peak; then, the sample temperature was continuously
ramped at 0.1 K min−1 while data were collected every 5 min.
The ramp rate was chosen to be slow enough that the sample
can be considered at equilibrium and free of internal gradients.
This was confirmed by comparing with data using a ramp rate
of 0.2 K min−1 , and verifying that, within the experimental
uncertainties, the results were unchanged, when cooling and
heating scans were averaged.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Low Q data-derived density versus T
Figure 1 shows the low Q diffraction pattern between 0.1
−1
and 0.4 Å
for the hydrated MCM-41-S sample at six
representative temperatures, after empty can subtraction. The
scans were fitted using the equation [13]:
I(Q) = AQ−γ + B + K 2 P(Q, r, L)L(Q, Q0 , 0)

Figure 1. Diffraction from the low Q interpore correlation peak at
representative temperatures. Error bars are standard deviations,
determined by counting statistics, and are smaller than the symbols.
Continuous lines represent the result of fitting, as described in the
text. The dashed line represents the contribution from the incoherent
background and Porod scattering.

(1)

where P(Q, r, L) is the orientationally averaged form factor
of a cylinder of radius r and length L and L(Q, Q0 , 0) is
a Lorentzian function centered at Q0 with a FWHM 0.
According to equation (1) three main components contribute
to the pattern: (i) a power law decay; (ii) a peak centered
at Q0 ; (iii) a constant background. The power law decay
originates from the Porod scattering of the silica grains and
therefore γPL should be close to four, as expected for a
smooth surface. The Lorentzian peak is the (10) plane Bragg
peak and is modulated by the form factor of the cylindrical
pores, P(Q, r, L). Its intensity is proportional to the neutron
scattering length density contrast between the silica matrix
and the confined water:
K 2 = A(ρw − ρm )2 ,

from a peak position. If the channel diameter were somewhat
larger, i.e. 21.2 Å, a mass gain of 54% would be possible, with
all adsorbed water in the pores.
Numerically, the relation between the scattering length
density and the physical density of the adsorbed heavy water
in g cm−3 is
ρw = 5.76 × 1010 cm−2 × ρhw .

(3)

If we assume that the channels maintain their dimensions
and form in dehydrated MCM-41-S, it follows that
ρhw = (ρm /5.76 × 1010 cm−2 )[(Iwet /Idry )1/2 + 1],

(2)

(4)

where Iwet and Idry are the observed intensities for hydrated
and dry samples containing the same amount of silica. In
this analysis, we assume that the MCM-41-S host consists of
silica of uniform density, penetrated by channels filled with
fluid of uniform density. While our assumptions may lead to
uncertainties in ρhw that are difficult to estimate, we believe
that they are not major sources of error. Equation (4) implies
that the derived water density is not very sensitive to the value
of Idry , since taking the square root of the intensity ratio (≈0.4)
and adding unity means in practice that a 3% uncertainty in
Idry leads to only a 0.6% uncertainty in ρhw .
Thus, by making separate measurements on a dehydrated
sample of the MCM-41-S material, we have obtained data on
Idry that are completely adequate for our purposes. By far the
largest source of uncertainty in applying equation (4) arises
from lacking accurate data on the silica scattering density ρm .
This means our measurements are very precise in a relative
sense, but the overall density scale has substantial uncertainty.
We are not assuming that the distribution of water in the
pores is uniform, but that there is an average D2 O density
that is reflected through the scattering length contrast between
water and silica. That is, if the spatial distribution of absorbed

where ρw and ρm are neutron scattering length density of
the confined and confining phases, respectively. Finally, we
account for other scattering expected from the silica and heavy
water with a flat background B. The fitted value of γ , the
power law decay exponent, is 2.4 ± 0.3, considerably smaller
than the value of four expected from surface scattering,
but the values obtained for the pore radius and the peak
−1
−1
position, Q0 = 0.26 Å ± 0.01 Å , correspond more
closely to anticipated values. For the former, we obtained r =
7.5 Å ± 0.2 Å, apparently consistent with the nominal channel
diameter of 16 Å, while for the latter, the fits gave Q0 =
−1
−1
0.26 Å ± 0.01 Å , implying a mean distance between the
√
−1
cylindrical channels of (4π/ 3)/0.26 Å ≈ 28 Å.
It has recently been pointed out by Soper [27] that the
nominal channel diameter for MCM-41-S samples can be
quite inconsistent with the observed water uptake. In our
experiment, one would expect a maximum hydration mass
gain of about 21% over the dry mass, assuming silica and D2 O
densities of 2.2 g cm−3 and 1.04 g cm−3 respectively, and that
the channel spacing is 28 Å and the channel diameter is 16 Å.
The former is unlikely to be in serious error, deriving as it does
3
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water changes only in scale, but not in functional form, our
approach is valid. While others [25, 27] argue that a changing
distribution as a function of temperature could be primarily
responsible for the changes in the intensity of the low-Q
diffraction peak, we believe that this is rather unlikely. In our
view, an expansion of the occluded water while undergoing
slow freezing into an amorphous state seems more physically
reasonable to us than maintaining a constant density. Our
observation of the expulsion of water on cooling is, we
believe, strong evidence of our basic picture.
Several reports have been published that offer different
estimates of the silica scattering density in MCM-41. Edler
et al [28], analyzing SANS data on MCM-41 with 42 Å
diameter channels filled with D2 O/H2 O mixtures, conclude
that water completely fills the void space, and that the silica
has a density similar to that of bulk amorphous silica, within
an uncertainty of about 10%. Tun et al chose the scattering
length density of cristobalite [29], which is 4% denser than
SiO2 glass. Morineau et al [21] measured the temperature
dependence of the density of methanol confined in 35 and
24 Å channels in MCM-41. They chose to normalize their
data to the density of bulk methanol at 300 K, implying a
silica density about 8% lower than bulk silica. Liu et al [30]
performed a contrast variation experiment on MCM-41 with
15 and 19 Å diameter channels, using D2 O/H2 O mixtures,
and state that a silica scattering length density of 4.006 ×
1010 cm−2 is implied, which corresponds to a mass density
about 15% larger than bulk silica. It is not obvious to us
that any of these choices is optimal for our experiment,
but we regard the density of bulk amorphous silica as the
most credible option. We estimate the uncertainty (standard
deviation) in the derived water density for these purposes is
approximately 5%.
The background level needed to determine Iwet from
scans in temperature at fixed Q was determined through
the fits of figure 1. That is, the ratio of background to the
−1
diffracted peak intensity at Q = 0.25 Å
was noted at
270 K, and the background was thereafter assumed to be a
number independent of temperature. The latter assumption
seems justified, since the simultaneous fits for 11 temperatures
between 170 and 270 K, using the same background, give
satisfactory results. For clarity, figure 1 displays fits at only
six of these temperatures.
In figure 2, we show the density as a function of
temperature, derived from scans made by holding Q fixed
at the peak position, and varying only temperature. As can
be seen from figure 1, the position does not shift with
temperature. By scanning only temperature at a fixed position,
one can make maximum use of counting time to determine
density changes. The number of counts in each point of this
scan varies from 338 000 to 222 000, so that the error bar due
to counting statistics is approximately 0.2% in the count rate,
and only 0.05% in the derived density. As discussed above,
other factors imply much larger uncertainties in the scale, but
not in the shape, of this curve. The data in figure 2 are the
average of a cooling scan at a rate of 0.1 K min−1 , followed
by a warming scan at the same rate. The two curves are nearly
identical in shape, but are shifted in temperature by about

Figure 2. Density of D2 O in MCM-41-S derived from scans in
−1
temperature at Q = 0.25 Å . Error bars shown in the insets are
standard deviations due to counting statistics. See the text for a
discussion of systematic uncertainty.

3 K. The latter does not indicate any hysteresis, but can be
explained as a lag of sample temperature to the temperature
measured at the cold head of the closed cycle refrigerator. We
verified this explanation by monitoring intensity as a function
of time after a 20 K change in set point of the temperature
controller, which yielded a signal decay constant of 26 min.
The shape shown in figure 2 is similar to the observations
of Liu et al in [20] and [30]. The insets in figure 2 show
the data on an expanded vertical scale in the high and
low temperature plateau regions, showing a weak density
maximum at 280 K and a weak minimum at 190 K. A
much deeper minimum has been observed [20] for D2 O in a
MCM-41-S sample with 15 Å diameter channels, but weaker
minima were seen in other samples [30]. The recent study by
Mancinelli et al [25] questions whether the (10) peak intensity
can be used as a reliable measure of adsorbed D2 O density.
We believe that the strongest argument against their point of
view is the observation that the (10) peak can be reduced to
essentially zero intensity in a contrast variation experiment.
If strong layering effects were present, this would not be
possible. For example, Tun et al [29], referring to figures
2–4 of their paper, demonstrate that the pore space is very
uniformly filled at full hydration, but partial hydration leads to
a non-uniform distribution, with void spaces appearing away
from the pore walls.
3.2. Higher q data—FSDP—increase in hydrogen bonding
The so-called first sharp diffraction peak (FSDP) of D2 O
−1
occurs at 2.0 Å
in the bulk liquid under ambient
conditions [31], and is by far the most prominent feature in the
entire diffraction pattern, representing a modulation over the
average value of S(Q) of more than a factor of two, while other
features are less prominent by about an order of magnitude.
A recent neutron diffraction study [18] of D2 O confined in
MCM-41 shows the narrowing and shift of the FSDP upon
cooling, in which the authors measured at four temperatures,
4
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Figure 4. Fraction of the D2 O scattering intensity contained in the
ice Ih Bragg peaks. See the text for details.

Figure 3. Scans over the FSDP region of D2 O in MCM-41S
observed in our experiment at three representative temperatures.
Error bars are standard deviations due to counting statistics. The
sharp peaks arise from water expelled from the pores because of
water expansion.

298, 273, 223, and 173 K, noting the shift and narrowing
apparent between the two lowest temperatures. The radial
distribution functions (rdfs) derived from their data clearly
show the interatomic correlations indicative of increasing
hydrogen bonding on cooling, and the similarity of the 173 K
structure to low-density amorphous ice (LDA) [32].
In our experiment, which covers limited Q-ranges, it is
not possible to derive rdfs. However, we have obtained data
at 13 temperatures between 160 and 280 K, and hence we
are able to correlate the changes with simultaneous changes
in density. Figure 3 shows our data on the FSDP at three
representative temperatures. At 280 K, a broad peak centered
−1
at 1.84 Å
is observed. At 230 and 180 K, the peak
has intensified markedly, sharpened, and shifted to lower
Q. Meanwhile sharp peaks appear at 1.62, 1.72, 1.83, and
−1
2.37 Å , characteristic of the formation of crystalline ice Ih.
It is important to note that the ice peaks arise not from excess
water on the sample at room temperature, but from water
expelled from the channels upon cooling. If the water were
simply excess, it would freeze at 277 K, and the ice-derived
intensity would show an upward jump. Instead, we see from
figure 4 that it increases continuously and gradually between
270 and 200 K, reaching a plateau below 200 K. The quantity
plotted in figure 4 is the ratio of the integrated intensities of
the four ice peaks to the intensities of the ice peaks plus the
integrated intensity of the FSDP. It is worth noting that the
expulsion of water from the pores due to the density change
does not seem to affect the reproducibility of the (10) Bragg
peak intensity measurement. In fact, consecutive cooling and
warming scans give the same results except for a shift in
temperature of 3 K, as already discussed.
We note that the Bragg peaks of hexagonal ice shown in
figure 3 cannot arise from water that has crystallized within
the pores, since the latter would give rise to much broader
peaks than the ones we observe. Specifically, microcrystalline
ice confined to 20 Å channels should exhibit peak widths

Figure 5. Positions and widths (FWHM) of Lorentzian line shapes
fitted to FSDP scans, excluding ice Bragg peaks and a linear
background. The errors are standard deviations estimated for the fit
parameters.

−1

on the order of 0.3 Å . Furthermore, as observed by
Morishige and Kawano [19], crystallization within the pores
of MCM-41-S is to a cubic form of ice, and, as we note
above, is characterized by a sharper temperature dependence
of the low-Q diffraction peak, rather than the smooth change
observed in our experiment.
Fitting a Lorentzian to the FSDP, plus a sloping linear
background, and narrow Gaussians at the ice peaks, we obtain
the data shown in figure 5. The FSDP peak center shifts
evenly over a 70 K transition region from a high temperature
plateau above 270 K to a low temperature plateau below
200 K. The shape of this curve is very similar to that of the
density, with some indication of a slight upturn at the lowest
temperature. The flex point in the density versus T curve
(figure 2), has been interpreted in the past as the crossing of
the Widom line and the temperature at which the populations
of LDL- and HDL-like water molecules is the same [33].
Within this framework, according to our data, the transition
from a mostly HDL structure to a mostly LDL structure would
take place at around 240 K ± 10 K, in agreement with the
finding of [33]. The width of the FSDP meanwhile changes
−1
−1
from 0.73 Å at 280 K to 0.38 Å FWHM at 170 K. If the
widths are represented as correlation lengths (=2π/FWHM),
5
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these vary from 8.6 Å at 280 K to 16.5 Å at 170 K. The latter
number may indicate that the correlation length stops growing
when it is comparable to the channel diameter, but more data
would be needed to demonstrate that the correspondence has a
physical origin. Morishige and Kawano [19] studied the pore
size dependence of the x-ray diffraction pattern from H2 O in
MCM41, with channel diameters ranging from 24 to 58 Å.
Comparing the two lowest diameters, 24 and 29 Å, the width
of the FSDP is indeed smaller for the larger pore diameter,
but when the pore diameter exceeds 24 Å, the temperature
dependence changes qualitatively, with the appearance of a
sharper transition region indicating crystallization of the water
in the central regions of the pores.
Given the anisotropic nature of the pores in MCM-41-S,
it is possible that the correlation lengths along the channel
axis change more rapidly with temperature than those in the
perpendicular direction. However, our data contain no direct
information about such a possibility.

water at moderately high pressures, up to 0.4 GPa, using He
gas as a pressure medium and a large sample volume. Such
measurements are in progress.
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4. Conclusions
Our main point is that the temperature dependences of
the width and position of the FSDP (figure 5) are closely
correlated with the temperature dependence of the density
(figure 2). The physical origin of these variations is changing
hydrogen bonding in the transition region from 190 to
280 K. At temperatures above 200 K, it is evident from
quasielastic scattering measurements at 1 µeV resolution on
the high flux backscattering spectrometer [4] that observable
translational diffusion is present, and hence we conclude
that a substantial fraction of the occluded water is in the
liquid state while expansion is occurring. Describing the
temperature dependence of the structure as a liquid–liquid
transition is thus appropriate, but one should also bear
in mind that the transformation occurs over a very wide
temperature range. Water is unusual in exhibiting two
well-characterized amorphous solid states at low temperature,
i.e. high-density amorphous ice (HDA), and low-density
amorphous ice (LDA) [3]. It is thus tempting to regard
the liquid–liquid transformation as analogous to a transition
between a low-density liquid (LDL) and a high-density liquid
(HDL) [34]. Qualitatively, such a description is reasonable
in the sense that a higher-density fluid is transforming to
a lower-density one through increasing hydrogen bonding.
However, the total expansion, on the order of 11%, is much
smaller than the 24% difference between HDA and LDA,
but comparable to the 8% change from ordinary liquid water
to ice Ih. The position of the FSDP in our experiment at
−1
maximum density is 1.84 Å , a significantly lower value
−1
than the position for bulk heavy water, about 2.0 Å . It
appears that this shift of the FSDP is induced by proximity
to the hydrophilic silica walls, since it is also observed
for monolayer heavy water adsorbed in Vycor porous silica
glass [34]. Our data are also consistent with investigations on
D2 O in MCM-41 that have reported measurements at fewer
temperatures, but over much wider Q ranges [18].
The methods we have described can be implemented
in a straightforward manner to the investigation of confined
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